Submission of Corrections
Guidelines

1. 12.5 Problems (Problems 1, 2, 3)
   1. You may submit corrections to me for any of the 12.5 point problems which you attempted on the in-class exam.
   2. If you attempted fewer than two of the 12.5 point problems or if you received zero credit on one or more of the 12.5 point problems which you attempted, you may submit additional corrections to me for one or more of the unattempted or zero credit 12.5 point problems so that your final score would reflect credit on exactly two of the 12.5 point problems.

2. 10 Problems (Problems 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12)
   1. You may submit corrections to me for any of the 10 point problems which you attempted on the in-class exam.
   2. If you attempted fewer than eight of the 10 point problems or if you received zero credit on one or more of the 10 point problems which you attempted, you may submit additional corrections to me for one or more of the unattempted or zero credit 10 point problems so that your final score would reflect credit on exactly eight of the 10 point problems.

3. The corrections should be submitted on separate paper.

4. For any problem for which you submit corrections, the corrections must work the problem (from the makeup exam).

5. You can earn up to half of the missed credit on any problem which you submit to me for corrections, i.e., for any such submitted problem, I will average your new score with your old score for that problem.

6. The corrections are due back to me by Friday, 27 March, at 4:00 pm.

7. You do not need to return the original exam to me.